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During development, retinal axons project coarsely
within their visual targetsbefore refining to formorga-
nized synaptic connections. Spontaneous retinal
activity, in the form of acetylcholine-driven retinal
waves, is proposed to be necessary for establishing
these projection patterns. In particular, both axonal
terminations of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) and the
size of receptive fields of target neurons are larger
inmice that lack theb2 subunit of the nicotinic acetyl-
choline receptor (b2KO). Here, using a large-scale,
high-density multielectrode array to record activity
from hundreds of RGCs simultaneously, we present
analysis of early postnatal retinal activity from both
wild-type (WT) and b2KO retinas. We find that b2KO
retinas have correlated patterns of activity, but
many aspects of these patterns differ from those of
WT retina. Quantitative analysis suggests that wave
directionality, coupled with short-range correlated
bursting patterns of RGCs, work together to refine
retinofugal projections.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the central nervous system (CNS) depends
upon the formation of precise neuronal connections. To estab-
lish this connectivity, developing axons use a combination of
molecular cues that guide them to their approximate position
in their target as well as activity-dependent mechanisms that
refine their connections through a combination of synaptic
strengthening and elimination (Huberman et al., 2008). Two well-
studied examples of such precise connectivity are topographic
mapping and eye-specific segregation in the visual system. In
the mammalian visual system, retinal ganglion cells (RGCs)
from each eye send projections to multiple targets on both sides
of the brain. Two primary targets are the dorsal lateral geniculate
nucleus (dLGN) in the thalamus and the superior colliculus (SC)
in the midbrain. In each area, RGC axons form a continuous
topographic map whereby the spatial relationships of projecting200 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.neurons are maintained in the target. Within the dLGN, inputs
from the two eyes segregate such that projections from each
eye form two nonoverlapping eye-specific domains.
In the mouse, retinocollicular and retinogeniculate projections
undergo rapid remodeling during the first 2 weeks of life (Gode-
ment et al., 1984; So et al., 1990; Simon and O’Leary, 1992). At
birth, axons project diffusely within their targets before establish-
ing rough topography in the SC and overlapping eye-specific
domains in the dLGN by the middle of the first postnatal week.
Over the next week, these coarse projections refine to form
adult-like projection patterns. During this time, RGCs discharge
highly correlated bursts of activity that propagate across the
retina as waves that have been theorized to drive refinement
through activity-dependent mechanisms (Meister et al., 1991;
Wong et al., 1993; Butts and Rokhsar, 2001; Butts et al., 2007).
Perhaps the most compelling evidence that activity-dependent
processes regulate refinement of the visual pathway came
from studies of mice lacking the b2 subunit (b2KO) of the nico-
tinic acetylcholine receptor (nAch) (Picciotto et al., 1995; Xu
et al., 1999). Retinal waves during the first postnatal week of
life require cholinergic neurotransmission, and b2KO retinas
have been reported to lack acetylcholine-mediated waves
during this time (Feller et al., 1996; Bansal et al., 2000; McLaugh-
lin et al., 2003). In these mice, both retintopy and eye-specific
segregation fail to develop normally (Muir-Robinson et al.,
2002; Grubb et al., 2003; McLaughlin et al., 2003; Chandrase-
karan et al., 2005; Mrsic-Flogel et al., 2005; Chandrasekaran
et al., 2007).
Despite these data from b2KO mice supporting a crucial role
for retinal waves in activity-dependent refinement of the visual
system, it is unclear which aspects of spontaneous retinal
activity are important for driving activity-dependent refinement
(Chalupa, 2007). Further, a recent paper showing that b2KO
retinas can produce retinal waves in vitro suggests that the
b2KOmouse may not be suitable for assessing the role of corre-
lated activity in visual system development (Sun et al., 2008a).
While these results indicate that the refinement defects in
b2KOmice cannot be attributed to a complete absence of retinal
waves, understanding whether there are changes in specific
aspects of retinal waves that could account for these defects
is critical for understanding the mechanisms of activity-depen-
dent refinement in the CNS.
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spontaneous retinal activity in early postnatal retinas isolated
from wild-type (WT) and b2KO mice using a large-scale, high-
density MEA (Litke et al., 2004). Recordings using this MEA
detect single-unit responses from hundreds of RGCs in a single
preparation encompassing nearly half of an early postnatal retina
and allow us to evaluate aspects of retinal waves not possible
using other methods. We find that the patterns of activity in
b2KO, but not WT retina, are temperature dependent, such
that b2KO retinas produce retinal waves only at higher tempera-
tures (37C). We also find that the dynamics of retinal waves and
the discharge properties of RGCs differ in several key aspects
between b2KO and WT retinas. We find that WT, but not
b2KO, waves travel with a directional bias. We also find that,
during waves, RGCs in b2KO retinas fire bursts that are corre-
lated over longer distances than in WT retinas and that b2KO
RGCs spend less time firing high-frequency bursts than do
WT RGCs. Finally, we demonstrate that the majority of RGC
bursts are not associated with retinal waves in b2KO retinas
and, therefore, are not significantly correlated with one another.
Taken together these data suggest that the directional prefer-
ence of waves, combined with precisely correlated, high-fre-
quency bursting of individual RGCs, encodes the information
used to refine visual system connections.
RESULTS
To better understand the physiological properties of retinal
waves and determine which of these properties are disrupted
in the b2KO mouse, we characterized the spontaneous retinal
activity patterns in WT and b2KO retinas using a large-scale
MEA. This MEA contains 512 electrodes in a 323 16 rectangular
pattern with an interelectrode spacing of 60 mm, yielding a
recording area of 1.7 mm2, and allows us to record from
approximately half of an early postnatal mouse retina (Litke
et al., 2004). In a typical 2 hr recording, we isolate single-unit
responses from several hundred RGCs simultaneously. This
represents a roughly 5-fold improvement over reports using
MEAs containing 61 electrodes and allows us to detect unique
properties of retinal waves (Table S1). Because previous work
employed a range of temperatures with differing results, we per-
formed recordings at both 30C and 37C and in some cases
recorded from a retinal preparation for 1 hr at 30C before shift-
ing to 37C. Using custom-written software, we used principal
components analysis followed by an expectation maximization
clustering algorithm to isolate signals from individual RGCs
and analyzed multiple aspects of spontaneous activity patterns
(Litke et al., 2004).
Temperature-Dependent Wave Formation in b2KO
Retina
Recordings from P6 WT mouse retinas confirmed previous
results (Demas et al., 2003, 2006; McLaughlin et al., 2003; Stacy
et al., 2005; Torborg et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2008a) showing that
RGCs produce spontaneous, correlated bursts of activity that
propagate across the retina in the form of retinal waves at both
30C and 37C (Figures 1A and 2A; Movies S1 and S2). Although
the general characteristics of WT activity are similar at bothtemperatures, the propagation speed and frequency of waves
as well as the mean spike rate increased when the temperature
was increased to 37C (Figures 1C, 2D, and 2E). Hebbianmodels
used to explain how RGC axons refine predict that an important
function of retinal waves is to correlate the firing patterns of
nearby RGC pairs and/or decorrelate firing patterns of distant
RGC pairs (Torborg and Feller, 2005). To assess the degree of
correlation, we measured the correlation index (CI) between
spikes from RGC pairs as a function of the distance between
them (Meister et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993). In WT retinas,
the probability of two RGCs firing together, defined as coincident
spiking within a 100 ms coincidence interval, is extremely
high within the first 250 mm, before declining to chance alone
by 600 mm, with only a slight shift in the overall correlation lev-
el depending on the temperature of the recording (Figures 1E
and S1A).
Recordings from b2KO retinas revealed strikingly different
patterns of spontaneous activity depending on the recording
temperature. At 30C, b2KO retinas did not produce retinal
waves, although individual RGCs still produced asynchronous
bursts of activity (Figures 1B and 2B; Movie S3). However,
when the recording temperature was raised to 37C, RGCs
produced periodic synchronous bursts of activity that propa-
gated across the retina as waves (Figures 1B and 2B; Movie
S4). These waves were reliably produced when the temperature
in the recording chamber reached 35C–36C and dissipated
when retinas were shifted back to 30C (data not shown). We
also found that b2KO waves are larger and propagate faster
than those in WT retinas (Figures 1C and 1D). Similar to WT,
recording at 37C increased the mean spike rate of the prepara-
tion, although the mean spike rate was not significantly different
between WT and b2KO at either temperature (Figure 2D). The
faster and larger waves lead to significant differences in the
correlated firing patterns of b2KO retinas when compared to
those of WT. In b2KO recordings at 37C, the CI for RGC pairs
separated by less than 300 mm is lower than WT, while the CI
for pairs of RGCs separated by more than 300 mm is higher
than WT (Figures 1E and S1A). These data suggest that the
defects in mapping seen in b2KO mice are due to the altered
patterns of activity we observe in b2KO at 37C rather than
a simple absence of retinal waves.
Directional Bias of Retinal Waves Is Disrupted in b2KO
Retinas
One unexplained aspect of the mapping defects in b2KOmice is
that, although both axes fail to refine normally, the refinement of
fine-scale topography is three to five times weaker along the NT
visual axis than along the dorsal-ventral (DV) axis (Grubb et al.,
2003; Cang et al., 2005; Chandrasekaran et al., 2005). This
implies that spontaneous activity may have an underlying struc-
ture that affects the NT axis more than the DV axis, which could
arise if retinal waves travel preferentially along one axis. Previous
reports using calcium imaging and either low-density or small-
area MEAs failed to find a directional bias in retinal waves
(Meister et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993; Feller et al., 1997).
However, given the finer spatial resolution, and increased size
of our MEA, we re-examined the directional bias of waves in
WT and b2KO retinas.Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 201
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Figure 1. MEA Recordings of Spontaneous Activity Reveal that Retinal Waves Are Present at 37C but Not 30C in b2KO
(A) Examples of waves recorded from the same P6 WT retina at 30C (top) and 37C (bottom).
(B) Examples of waves recorded from the same P6 b2KO retina at 30C (top) and 37C (bottom). Each dot representsmultiunit activity recorded on an electrode at
that site. The size of the dot is proportional to the amplitude of the spikes detected on the electrode, and the color represents their frequency. Electrode spacing is
60 mm.
(C) In WT retinas, waves travel faster at 37C (black) than they do at 30C (light gray) while, in b2KO retinas at 37C (gray), waves travel even faster than in WT
retinas at either temperature (p < 0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment).
(D) Quantification of the width of the wave front demonstrates that, at 37C, b2KO (gray) wave fronts are wider than WT wave fronts at either 30C (light gray) or
37C (black; p < 0.0001; one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni adjustment).
Data in (C) and (D) are from WT 37C: 2993 waves from 17 retinas; WT 30C: 607 waves from 7 retinas; b2KO 37C: 750 waves from 12 retinas.
(E) Correlation index computed for spike trains from pairs of neurons and plotted as a function of the distance between electrodes on which the neurons were
recorded. Plot summarizes data from multiple WT (black; n = 17) and b2KO (gray; n = 12) preparations and shows that CI decreases as a function of distance in
both WT and b2KO retina.
Error bars represent SEM. ***p < 0.001.To determine if there is a preferred wave direction in the devel-
oping retina, we recorded spontaneous activity from P6 WT and
b2KO retinas from nasal, temporal, dorsal, and ventral retina
where the orientation of the retina relative to the electrodes
was known. We then assayed whether activity travels through
individual RGCs with a directional bias by analyzing bursts fired
by RGCs during waves.We calculated the directional bias vector
of each RGC where the magnitude of the vector represents the
strength of the directional bias and the angle defines the angle
of the bias of the RGC (see Experimental Procedures). Using
this calculation, we found that most RGCs show a directional202 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.bias (WT: 98%; b2KO: 86%) that is independent of quadrant
(between quadrants ANOVA: WT, p = 0.9262; b2KO, p =
0.5751) or genotype (p = 0.1522, ANOVA), indicating that, on
average, waves travel through single RGCs in a stereotypical
direction (Figures 3A and S1B; see Experimental Procedures).
We next calculated the directional bias vector of the preparation,
which is the normalized vector sum of the directional bias of all
the RGCs in a given preparation and indicates whether waves
travel in a preferred direction in a given preparation (see Exper-
imental Procedures). We found that waves in WT preparations
have a directional bias and that the magnitude of this bias is
Neuron
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Figure 2. Temperature Induces Changes in Spontaneous Activity Patterns of RGCs in WT and b2KO
(A) Peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of the mean spike rate of all neurons (bottom) at 30C and 37C (denoted by gray bar) from a P6 WT retina as well as
single-unit activity of 30 RGCs from a 10 min segment of the recording at 30C (top left; denoted by open bar in bottom) and 37C (top right; denoted by black bar
in bottom).
(B) PSTHs of the mean spike rate of all neurons (bottom) at 30C and 37C (denoted by gray bar) from a P6 b2KO retina as well as single-unit activity of 30 RGCs
from a 10min segment of the recording at 30C (top left; denoted by open bar in bottom) and 37C (top right; denoted by black bar in bottom). Correlated activity is
seen at 37C but not 30C in the b2KO, and the pattern of this activity is considerably different from WT patterns at either 30C or 37C.
(C) High-resolution spike rasters from WT (top) and b2KO (bottom) demonstrate that b2KO bursts appear to contain fewer spikes than WT.
(D) RGCs spike more at 37C (black) than at 30C (gray) in both WT (left) and b2KO (right) retinas.
(E) Waves occur more frequently at 37C (black) than at 30C (gray) in both WT (left) and b2KO (right) retinas.
Data in (D) and (E) are fromWT 37C: 4378 neurons from 17 retinas; WT 30C: 1331 neurons from 7 retinas, b2KO 37C: 4078 neurons from 12 retinas, and b2KO
30C: 2127 neurons from 6 retinas.
Error bars represent SEM **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.similar in each retinal quadrant (WT: p = 0.5427, ANOVA; Figures
3B, 3C, 3E, and S2). We also found that the angle of this direc-
tional bias varies depending upon retinal location. In dorsal,
ventral, and temporal retina, the preferred direction of waves
was from temporal-ventral to nasal-dorsal, while in nasal retina
waves traveled more often in the opposite direction (Table 2).
In b2KO preparations, we observed significantly smaller prepa-
ration directional bias in all retinal quadrants compared to that
of the WT retinas (Figures 3B and S3). Furthermore, we foundno systematic preparation directional bias between retinal
quadrants in b2KO (Figures 3D and 3F) but did find a significant
difference between the angle of directional bias in WT and b2KO
in each of the four quadrants (p < 0.001 for each quadrant;
Watson test).
The directional bias of retinal waves suggests that RGCs
located along the propagation axis of a given wave will have spa-
tio-temporal correlation patterns that are different from RGCs
located perpendicular to this axis. Along both axes, RGCs thatNeuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 203
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Figure 3. Retinal Waves Travel in
a Preferred Direction in WT but Not b2KO
Retina
(A) A comparison of the fraction of neurons in each
preparation that display a directional bias indi-
cates that WT (black) and b2KO (gray) retinas
have equivalent amounts of RGCs that display
a directional bias (see Experimental Procedures;
p = 0.1522, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA; WT: 2354
neurons from 17 retinas; b2KO: 1888 neurons
from 12 retinas).
(B) A comparison of the magnitude of the prepara-
tion directional bias demonstrates that b2KO
retinas (gray) have less directional bias than WT
(black). A large preparation directional bias indi-
cates that waves possess a directional bias in
a given recording (nasal to nasal: p = 0.01772;
temporal to temporal: p=0.00768;dorsal todorsal:
p = 0.0292; ventral to ventral: p = 0.02933; t tests).
Black filled circle indicates a WT preparation lack-
ing a directional bias, and a gray filled circle indi-
cates a b2KO preparation with a directional bias.
(C and D) Polar plots measuring the preparation directional bias of individual preparations from nasal (black), temporal (light gray), dorsal (red; open arrowheads),
and ventral (blue; arrow points) retinas. Each arrow represents the mean direction (angle) and mean strength (magnitude) of the directional bias of all the RGCs in
an individual preparation and shows that retinal waves have a preferred direction in WT but not b2KO retinas. (C) WT preparations from each retinal quadrant
have a directional bias (see Table 2) and the angle of bias is the same in dorsal, ventral, and temporal retina, but of opposite polarity in nasal retina (p < 0.05;
circular ANOVA with Wheeler-Watson test with Bonferroni correction). (D) b2KO preparations lack a directional bias (see Table 2), and the angle is the same in all
quadrants in b2KO retina (p = 0.289; circular ANOVA).
(E and F) Distributions of angle of neuron directional bias for individual RGCs indicate that WT preparations (E) possess a directional bias in each quadrant while
b2KO preparations (F) do not (nasal, black; temporal, light gray; dorsal, red; ventral, blue).
In (A) and (B), plot shows values (circles) along with means (horizontal lines) and SEMs. N, nasal; T, temporal; D, dorsal; V, ventral; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.are close together will fire bursts that overlap in time, which
might cause them to strengthen inputs onto common targets in
the brain. Along the axis of wave propagation, RGCs separated
by larger distances will be more likely to fire bursts that are
temporally offset than RGCs located perpendicular to this
axis. Temporally offset bursts have been proposed to weaken
synapses, and an axis-specific difference in the temporally offset
bursting of RGCs could lead to an anisotropy at the level of
topographic refinement of their projections (Dan and Poo,
2006; Butts et al., 2007). To determine the relevant temporal
offset, we separated RGC pairs into two groups: those that lay
along the axis of the preferredwavedirectionwithin a preparation
and those that lay orthogonal to it. We then calculated the corre-
lation index of bursts offset by differing time windows (offset
correlation index, OCI) in each group and plotted the OCI versus
distance between RGCs (Figure S6). We found that a time offset
of between 4 and 5 s produces the greatest difference in OCI
between the two axes and that this drives temporally offset
bursts in RGCs separated by 800–1000 mm (Figure 4A). This
difference was not seen in b2KO retinas, due to the lack of direc-
tion preference of waves in these retinas (Figure 4B). These data
provide evidence that the directional bias of waves can produce
axis-specific effects on spontaneous activity patterns and may
provide an explanation for the greater influence of b2-dependent
activity patterns on the mapping of the NT axis.
Physiological Output of RGCs Is Altered in b2KOs
Computational and experimental work aimed at understanding
the properties of retinal waves that are important for refinement204 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.suggest that bursts of action potentials are the unit of information
that is used to drive refinement (Butts and Rokhsar, 2001;
Butts et al., 2007). Bursts with more spikes are theorized to
transfer more information to the target, and there is evidence
that bursts containing more spikes help drive activity-dependent
refinement (Butts and Rokhsar, 2001; Torborg et al., 2005; Bjart-
mar et al., 2006; Demas et al., 2006). We hypothesized that
differences in the spiking properties of bursts during waves
between b2KO and WT RGCs could be responsible for the
defects seen in the refinement of RGC projections in b2KO. We
found that a significantly smaller percentage of spikes are
included in bursts in b2KO retinas, reflecting themore tonic char-
acter of b2KO spike trains (Figure 5A). We also found that the
interspike interval (ISI) of bursts is increased in b2KO RGCs,
while the burst duration is unchanged (Figures 5B and 5C). These
results are consistent with the idea that the bursts fired by b2KO
RGCs contain fewer spikes and may transmit less information to
target neurons.
RGC bursts are typically tightly associated with waves, and
this synchrony is thought to help mediate activity-dependent
refinement (Meister et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1993; Feller et al.,
1996; Torborg and Feller, 2005). This tight synchronization with
waves is altered in b2KO retinas and to quantify the degree to
which this synchronization is perturbed, we calculated the
percent of all bursts that occurred during waves. We found
that inWT retinas, nearly 90%of RGC bursts occur during waves
(Figure 5D). In contrast, less than 40% of RGC bursts occur
during waves in b2KO, even though burst frequency is increased
compared to WT (Figure 5D; Table 1).
Neuron
Spatial-Temporal Patterns of Retinal WavesDuring waves, RGCs produce bursts with high spike rates, and
periods of spiking above 10 Hz have been implicated in activity-
dependent refinement (Torborg et al., 2005; Bjartmar et al., 2006;
Demas et al., 2006). Therefore, we also analyzed high-frequency
spiking, which we defined as periods of spiking above 10 Hz that
occur during a burst. We found that WT RGCs spend more time
spiking at high frequencies than b2KO RGCs (Table 1). Taken
together, these data indicate that the majority of bursts fired by
b2KO RGCs do not occur during waves and spend less time
spiking at high frequencies.
We also tested whether the spiking properties of bursts fired
by b2KO RGCs differed depending on whether they were part
of a wave or not. To address this, we compared various spiking
properties of RGCs during wave-bursts and non-wave-bursts.
We found that the ISIs of bursts were not significantly different
between wave-bursts and non-wave-bursts for both b2KO and
WT (Table S2). We also found that WT RGCs spend more time
spiking at high frequencies during wave-bursts than non-wave-
bursts. In contrast, in b2KO retinas, RGCs spend more time
spiking at high frequencies in non-wave-bursts (Figure 5E).
Finally, we found that wave-bursts from pairs of RGCs separated
by more than 100 mm are significantly more correlated in b2KO
retinas than WT, while non-wave-bursts from pairs of b2KO
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Figure 4. The Probability that Spatially Distant RGCs Will Fire
Temporally Offset Bursts Is Increased in an Axis-Specific Manner
in WT, but Not b2KO Retinas
Offset correlation indices (OCIs) computed for bursts fired during waves from
pairs of neurons and plotted as a function of the distance between electrodes
on which the neurons were recorded.
(A) OCIs are larger for WT RGCs separated by 800–900 mm along the NT axis
(filled circles) than along the axis orthogonal to it for time offsets of 4–5 s (open
circles; 17 retinas; 209,566 RGC pairs).
(B) In b2KOs retinas, OCIs are equivalent along both axes at the same time
offset as in (A) (12 retinas; 257,567 RGC pairs).
Error bars represent SEM. *p < 0.05.RGCs are less correlated thanWTwave-bursts at near distances
and b2KO wave-bursts at all distances (Figure 5F). Taken
together, these data are consistent with the idea that, despite
the presence of retinal waves, the majority of the bursts pro-
duced by b2KO RGCs contain less high-frequency spiking that
is correlated and, therefore, is less likely to drive refinement.
DISCUSSION
As is the case for many projections in the CNS, the projections
from the retina to the SC and the dLGN initially project coarsely
within their target regions, before refining to form precise
connections. Refinement happens before eye-opening and
requires cholinergic retinal waves, asmice lacking the b2 subunit
of the nAch receptor lack normal patterns of retinal waves and
have defects in refinement (Feller et al., 1996; Grubb et al.,
2003; McLaughlin et al., 2003; Cang et al., 2005). What is not
known is how the information encoded by retinal waves drives
this refinement. Here, using large-scale, high-density MEA
recordings, we provide a comprehensive analysis of retinal
waves in WT and b2KO mice. We show that retinas from b2KO
mice produce retinal waves in vitro at 37C, but not at 30C,
while WT retinas produce waves at both temperatures. We
also find that retinal waves travel with a NT bias in WT retinas
and that this bias is absent in b2KOs. Finally, we show that
the physiological output of RGCs is severely altered in b2KOs
where bursts are uncorrelated and produce fewer high-
frequency spikes. Taking into account the refinement defects
present in these mice, our findings suggest that the directional
bias of waves, coupled with precisely correlated bursting
patterns, plays an important role in the refinement of retinofugal
projections.
Retinal Waves Are Present in b2KO
Previous reports showing that retinas derived from b2KO mice
lacked retinal waves supported the hypothesis that they play
an instructive role in eye-specific segregation and the formation
of fine-scale topography. These conclusions have been called
into question by Sun et al. (2008a) who showed that b2KO retinas
produce retinal waves in vitro that can be disrupted by gap junc-
tion blockers. Here, we confirm these results and show that
retinal waves are only present in b2KO retinas at higher temper-
atures; retinal waves rapidly emerge when the same retinal
preparation is shifted from 30C to 37C (Figures 1B and 2B).
Although the precise cause for the emergence of this correlated
activity at higher temperatures is unknown, we hypothesize that
retinal gap junction conductance may be temperature depen-
dent, as has been observed in gap junctions in other contexts
(Chen and DeHaan, 1993; Valiunas et al., 1999). In addition,
this finding is consistent with reports that retinal waves can be
induced in b2KO retinas through nonsynaptic mechanisms
(Singer et al., 2001). Finally, mouse pups have been shown to
maintain a body temperature of >35C when isolated from their
mothers for up to 15 min during the first postnatal week, and
mothers spend 90% of their time in contact with their litter
(Pauluhn and Schmuck, 2003; Champagne et al., 2007). Thus it
is most likely that the developing retina is maintained at temper-
atures that can promote waves in vitro.Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 205
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(A) The percent of all spikes that are included in
bursts is significantly reduced in b2KO RGCs
(gray).
(B) Interspike intervals (ISI) of bursts are signifi-
cantly increased in b2KO RGCs (gray).
(C) The mean burst duration is unchanged in
b2KOs (gray).
(D) A comparison of the percentage of all bursts
that occur during waves reveals that the bulk of
RGC bursts occur during waves in WT retinas
(black), but in between waves in b2KO retinas
(gray; WT: 2993 waves; b2KO: 760 waves; same
number of bursts as A and B).
(E) The bulk of high-frequency spiking occurs
during wave-bursts in WT RGCs (left, black), but
during non-wave bursts in b2KO RGCs (right,
gray).
Data in (A)–(E) are from WT: 234,154 bursts from
4378 RGCs; b2KO: 369,124 bursts from 4078
RGCs.
(F) Burst correlation index computed for bursts
from pairs of neurons and plotted as a function
of the distance between electrodes on which the
neurons were recorded. Plot summarizes data
from multiple WT (209,566 RGC wave pairs) and
b2KO (430,088 RGC wave pairs and 257,567
RGC non-wave-pairs) preparations and shows
that BCI decreases as a function of distance for
wave-bursts from WT (black) and b2KO (light
gray) retina, but is significantly reduced in non-
wave-bursts (gray) from b2KO retina.
Data in (A)–(E) are from WT: 17 retinas, b2KO: 12
retinas.
Error bars represent SEM. ***p < 0.001. n.s., not
significant.Wave Directionality Helps Refine the NT Mapping Axis
One unexplained aspect of the mapping defects in b2KOmice is
that, although refinement of fine-scale topography is affected
along both the NT and DV axes, these defects are larger along
the NT axis. Axis-specific effects have been reported in the SC
as preferential enlargement of receptive fields (RFs) along the
NT axis, in the dLGN as blurring of fine-scale topography along
the NT axis, and in the visual cortex where receptive field orga-
nization is disrupted along the NT axis (Grubb et al., 2003;
Cang et al., 2005; Chandrasekaran et al., 2005, 2007; Mrsic-Flo-
gel et al., 2005). Our observation that retinal waves travel more
frequently along the NT axis may provide an explanation for this.
The fact that retinal waves travel with a NT directional bias
suggests that waves could influence this axis differently than
the DV axis. Previous work has shown that when the start of
a postsynaptic burst follows the end of a presynaptic burst by
1–2 s, synaptic weakening can be induced in retinogeniculate
synapses (Butts et al., 2007).We find that anisotropic wave prop-
agation causes RGCs separated by 800–1000 mm along the NT
axis to have an increased probability of firing bursts that are
offset in time when compared to RGCs located along the DV206 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.axis inWT but not b2KOmice (Figures 4 and S6). Our data, there-
fore, suggest that the directional bias of waves could enhance
synaptic weakening along the NT axis.
The use of retinal waves to weaken synapses preferentially
along the NT mapping axis correlates well with what is known
about the development of topographic map formation in the
SC. At birth, RGC axons overshoot their targets by a millimeter
or more along the NT mapping axis but enter more topographi-
cally organized and overshoot much less along the DV mapping
axis (Simon and O’Leary, 1992; Plas et al., 2005). A process that
specifically weakens synapses from RGCs separated by 800–
1000 mm along the NT axis of the retina will, therefore, aid in
correcting this early bias in the level of refinement between the
two axes. Our data support a model where the directional bias
of retinal waves serves to enhance the likelihood that spatially
distant RGCs will fire temporally offset bursts along the NT
axis that helps drive refinement more effectively along this axis
through the elimination of incorrect synapses (Figure 6A).
Previous reports that used calcium imaging or low-density
or small-area MEAs in both mouse and ferret failed to find a
directional bias in retinal waves (Meister et al., 1991; Wong
Neuron
Spatial-Temporal Patterns of Retinal Waveset al., 1993; Feller et al., 1997). Our success is likely due to our
ability to (1) record from a larger area of the retina, (2) record
a larger number of waves for analysis, and (3) record from
a more locally complete population of neurons. When we
subsample our data either by analyzing just the first 20 min of
our recordings or by utilizing a 60 electrode configuration, we
fail to find a reproducible directional bias (Figure S4).
It is also interesting to note that the directional bias of retinal
waves does not fall on the true NT axis of the retina, but instead
is shifted 35 clockwise (Figure 3C; Table 2). At this time we
don’t know whether such a shift might contribute to activity-
dependent mapping, but it is of interest given that others have
reported shifts of a similar magnitude of both the NT and DV
axes in the SC (Drager and Hubel, 1976). Thus, it is tempting to
speculate that the directional bias of retinal waves might help
establish these shifted mapping axes in the SC.
Finally, our findings that onlyWTwaves propagatewith a direc-
tional bias despite the fact that individual b2KO and WT RGCs
both possess a directional bias are unexpected (Figure 3). One
possible explanation is that RGCs form anisotropic connections
with the cells that drive retinal waves: through gap junctions with
other RGCs in b2KO and through cholinergic synapses with
amacrine cells in WT. In support of this, tracer coupling experi-
ments have demonstrated that connectivity patterns can vary
among different adult RGC types (Vo¨lgyi et al., 2009). However,
a similar analysis has not been conducted in the early postnatal
mouse retina, which prevents a more specific interpretation of
our findings.
Table 1. Differences in the Discharge Properties ofWT and b2KO
RGCs
All Neurons P6 WT 37C P6 b2KO 37C
Neurons 258 ± 99 340 ± 161
Neuron spike rate (spikes/s) 0.396 ± 0.087 0.433 ± 0.136
Wave frequency (waves/min) 1.66 ± 0.30 0.80 ± 0.28***
Wave duration (s) 13.0 ± 2.8 10.8 ± 3.3
All bursts
Burst frequency (bursts/min) 1.0 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.7***
Burst ISI (ms) 192.7 ± 28.7 326.2 ± 59.9***
% Spikes in bursts 96.6 ± 1.0 79.6 ± 5.1***
% Total burst time > 10 Hz 23.2 ± 6.5 11.5 ± 1.9***
% Bursts in waves 88.7 ± 3.6 36.1 ± 7.4***
Wave Bursts
Burst duration (s) 2.96 ± 0.25 3.18 ± 0.57
Burst ISI (ms) 189.2 ± 27.4 302.9 ± 55.5***
% Burst time > 10 Hz 78.3 ± 4.2 41.6 ± 7.2***
Bursts/neuron/wave 1.02 ± 0.02 1.18 ± 0.12**
Non Wave Bursts
Burst duration (s) 2.68 ± 0.18 2.38 ± 0.40*
Burst ISI (ms) 204.4 ± 33.1 338.1 ± 66.1***
% Burst time > 10 Hz 21.7 ± 4.2 58.1 ± 7.2***
Means ± standard deviations are reported for measurements of RGC
spiking properties. Significance for comparisons between WT and
b2KO recordings for each spiking property is indicated by asterisks
(t test). * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.Specific Bursting Defects Can Account for the b2KO
Mapping Defects
Spontaneous retinal activity has been hypothesized to drive two
different aspects of refinement in distinct ways (Torborg and
Feller, 2005). First, it helps drive fine-scale refinement by corre-
lating the activity of nearby RGCs in time. Second, it assists in
eye-specific segregation in the dLGN by ensuring that inputs
from both eyes are unlikely to be active at the same time. The
previously reported absence of retinal waves during the first
postnatal week in b2KO mice, coupled with the refinement
defects in these mice, has been taken as compelling evidence
that correlated spontaneous activity plays a role in both of these
processes. However, our recordings demonstrate that b2KO
retinas produce waves in vitro at 37C, and our analyses indicate
that the level of correlation among both spikes and bursts
decreases as a function of distance in b2KO retinas (Figures 1
and 4). Therefore, something other than a complete absence of
correlated activity must account for the mapping errors present
in b2KO mice. Furthermore, although the mapping defects
present in b2KO mice are enhanced along the NT axis, mapping
of the DV axis is also perturbed, indicating that the loss of direc-
tionally biased retinal waves cannot account for all of the
mapping errors in thesemice (Cang et al., 2005; Chandrasekaran
et al., 2005, 2007). What then can account for these remaining
defects?
One possible explanation comes from our observation that
RGC bursts during waves in b2KO retinas are correlated
over longer distances than those in the WT retina (Figure 5).
We found that correlations are dramatically enhanced between
RGCs separated by 200–600 mm. If fine-scale topography forms
through a Hebbian-like mechanism, the stronger correlations
between more distant neurons may cause them to be active at
the same time and fail to refine properly (Katz and Shatz, 1996;
Torborg and Feller, 2005). Based upon the mapping of the visual
field onto the retina in mice, the retinal diameter of collicular
RFs expand from 150–200 mm in WT to 400–600 mm in b2KO
(Remtulla and Hallett, 1985; Schmucker and Schaeffel, 2004;
Chandrasekaran et al., 2005). Our findings are consistent with
this increase and suggest that this defect could help block
refinement at this scale.
A second possibility for why RGC axons fail to refine in b2KO
mice may be because RGCs fire bursts that contain fewer
spikes, and therefore longer ISIs, and the bulk of their high-
frequency spiking is uncorrelated (Figure 5). Synaptic remodel-
ing at retinogeniculate and visual cortical synapses has been
shown to be sensitive to both the ability of presynaptic bursts
to drive postsynaptic spiking and the timing of this coincident
activity (Shatz and Stryker, 1988; Sjo¨stro¨m et al., 2001; Butts
et al., 2007). Thus, the ability of bursts to elicit postsynaptic
spiking is likely to play a role in driving fine-scale refinement
of RGC projections. Bursts with shorter ISIs are more effective
at inducing postsynaptic spiking in retinogeniculate synapses
(Usrey et al., 1998; Chen and Regehr, 2000). Therefore, our find-
ings that b2KO RGCs fire bursts with longer ISIs and altered
spatial correlations are consistent with the idea that b2KO
RGCs overwhelm target neurons with weak, poorly correlated
activity. This fails to induce proper postsynaptic spiking, and
refinement fails to occur (Figure 6B).Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 207
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Figure 6. Models of How Retinal Waves
Mediate the Refinement of Visual System
Projections
(A) Synapse elimination. In WT mice, the direc-
tional bias of retinal waves along the NT axis
during the first postnatal week helps refine projec-
tions along this axis by ensuring that RGCs sepa-
rated by 800+ mm are more likely to fire temporally
offset bursts (top left, wave direction designated
by arrows in retina; see Figure 4). This helps
eliminate topographically incorrect projections
by the second week (bottom left). Because the
directional bias of waves is lost in b2KOs, this
decreases the likelihood that RGCs separated
by 800+ mm will fire temporally offset bursts (top
right). Topographically incorrect synapses are
not eliminated, and axonal projections fail to refine
along the NT axis (bottom right).
(B) Synapse strengthening. In WT retinal waves,
short ISIs and strong local correlations within
each eye ensure that only neighboring RGCs
(a and b) drive postsynaptic bursting in target
neurons, stabilizing these synapses but not ones
from distant RGCs (c, left). In b2KOs, longer corre-
lations allow distant RGCs (a–c) to drive coinci-
dent postsynaptic spiking, stabilizing misdirected
axonal projections (right).
(C) Eye-specific segregation. In WT retinas, the
lack of RGC activity during interwave intervals
ensures that retinotopically matched regions of
the two eyes are not coactive. This helps
strengthen projections from one eye, thereby
segregating inputs from the same eye (left). In
b2KOs, interwave activity is increased, leading
to an increased probability of coactive inputs.
This strengthens inputs from both eyes and segre-
gation fails to occur normally (right).In addition to the lack of fine-scale topography in b2KO mice,
retinogeniculate inputs fail to segregate properly in the dLGN. As
outlined above, axonal projections are thought to segregate in
the dLGN because interwave intervals (IWIs) decrease the likeli-
hood that inputs from retinotopically matched positions in the
two eyes will fire simultaneously (Torborg and Feller, 2005;
Huberman, 2007). Manipulations that alter this likelihood, for
example by increasing wave frequency, disrupt segregation
(Stellwagen and Shatz, 2002; Demas et al., 2006). In b2KO
retinas, we found that over half of the bursts occur between
waves, indicating that retinal activity lacks well-defined IWIs
(Figure 5). This should increase the probability that activity
from the two eyes will be coincident in the target and, therefore,
will fail to drive segregation. Our findings also help explain
reports that intraocular injections of the cholinergic agonist
epibatidine disrupt eye-segregation in vivo (Penn et al., 1998;
Chandrasekaran et al., 2005; Pfeiffenberger et al., 2005), a treat-
ment recently shown to increase the amount of activity in half of
the RGCs while silencing the remainder (Sun et al., 2008b). In
light of our analysis of RGC firing patterns in b2KO mice, the
increased activity in half of the RGCs in epibatidine-treated
mice likely increases the probability that the two eyes will fire
simultaneously in the target. Thus, we favor a model whereby
eye-specific segregation is disrupted in b2KO mice because208 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.inputs from each eye are more likely to fire at the same time
despite the presence of retinal waves (Figure 6C).
It is also important to note that themajority of the differences in
RGC spiking properties that we report here are consistent with
Table 2. Summary of Directional Bias
P6 WT Mean Angle Retinal Pole Angle (deg)
Nasal (n = 5) 322.69 ± 3.68**
Temporal (n = 4) 127.88 ± 8.38*
Dorsal (n = 4) 126.53 ± 5.54*
Ventral (n = 4) 126.12 ± 14.22*
P6 ß2KO Mean Angle
Nasal (n = 3) 218.45 ± 7.20
Temporal (n = 3) 287.39 ± 21.07
Dorsal (n = 3) 124.48 ± 45.02
Ventral (n = 3) 214.49 ± 39.23
Circular means ± circular variance are reported for measurements of the
angle of directional bias from each retinal pole. Significance for the deter-
mination of whether the angles of directional bias from multiple prepara-
tions from a retinal pole deviated significantly from circular uniformity is
indicated by asterisks (Rayleigh test). The number of retinas analyzed
are given for each retinal pole. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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we found that wave frequency is increased, while Sun et al.
(2008a) reported a decrease. This could be due to the fact that
we defined waves mathematically, while Sun et al. (2008a)
selected waves manually (Legendy and Salcman, 1985; Stacy
et al., 2005). Second, we found no difference in the mean spike
rate of WT and b2KO neurons, while Sun et al. (2008a) reported
a dramatic increase in the spike rate of b2KO retinas. This differ-
ence might be attributed to the fact that they performed their
recordings in MEM, a media that they demonstrated increases
spike rates only in b2KO retinas, while ours were conducted in
Ames medium.
In this report we take advantage of large-scale, high-density
MEA recordings to quantify aspects of WT retinal wave activity
patterns and determine how these patterns differ in the b2KO
mouse. We find that a previously undetected directional bias,
coupled with precisely correlated, high-frequency spiking,
contributes to different aspects of refinement in the visual
pathway of mice: fine-scale topography in the retinocollicular
projection and eye-specific segregation in the retinogeniculate
projection. Although the loss of the b2 gene and the defects in
both retinal waves and refinement are only correlated, pharma-
cological perturbation of retinal waves affects refinement
in vivo, supporting a causal link between wave dynamics and
refinement of retinofugal projections (Stellwagen and Shatz,
2002; Cang et al., 2005; Pfeiffenberger et al., 2005). Thus, the
ability to monitor the properties of a large number of neurons in
the same preparation allowed us to identify critical features of
patterned neural activity in the retina that are likely to be used
by many aspects of CNS development and plasticity outside of
the visual system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice were maintained in the animal facility at the University of California at
Santa Cruz (UCSC) and used in accordance with protocols approved by the
UCSC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Wild-type mice were
from theC57BL/6 strain.b2mutationswere genotyped aspreviously described
(Xu et al., 1999).
MEA Recording
After sacrificing, a hole was poked in the left eye with a needle tomark one pole
of the retina. The eye was removed, and transferred to buffered Ames’ medium
(Sigma). The retina was dissected out and hemisected along either the nasal-
temporal or dorsal-ventral axis, using the hole to orient the retina. The isolated
retinal half was mounted on a piece of filter paper (Millipore SCWP01300) and
placed RGC-side down onto a custom-built MEA that contained 512 elec-
trodes arranged in 16 rows 3 32 columns with 5 mm diameter electrodes
and 60 mm spacing (Litke et al., 2004; Shlens et al., 2006; Petrusca et al.,
2007; Elstrott et al., 2008). The piece of retina was held in place using a piece
of coarse mesh strung across a metal ring. The recording chamber was super-
fused with Ames’ solution at 3 ml/min containing penicillin/streptomycin
bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% O2 and maintained at either 30
C or 37C,
pH 7.4. Each preparation was allowed to equilibrate for at least 30 min before
data acquisition commenced. The MEA data will be deposited in the Carmen
public database (http://www.carmen.org.uk/).
Neuron Identification
The voltage trace on each electrode was sampled at 20 kHz and stored for off-
line analysis. Spikes that crossed a threshold of three times the root mean
square noise on a seed electrode were sorted according to the principal
components of their voltage waveforms on the seed electrode and its six near-est neighbors. Spikes were projected into the first five principal component
dimensions, where an expectation maximization algorithm was used to sort
spikes based on a mixture of Gaussians model (Litke et al., 2004).
To verify that each cluster came from a single cell, neuron candidates that
lacked a refractory period in their autocorrelation function were considered
contaminated by other neurons and excluded. Each candidate neuron was
also inspectedmanually; the shape of the somatic waveform in its electrophys-
iological image was used to eliminate contaminated neuron candidates (Litke
et al., 2004; Petrusca et al., 2007). Additionally, neurons whose mean spike
rates were below one-half of the mean spike rate of all neurons from a given
preparation were excluded from further analysis. The mean spike rate was
calculated by summing the total number of spikes and dividing by the length
of the recording. This cut was performed to improve the reliability of the burst
finding algorithm (see below) for neurons with low spike counts. To verify that
our findings did not depend on the exclusion of these neurons, we performed
the same analyses on all the neurons and obtained qualitatively similar results.
After this cut, over 80% of all neurons from WT preparations and over 70% of
all neurons from b2KO preparations were analyzed.
Wave Analysis
To determine how frequently cells participated in waves, we defined wave
occurrence quantitatively using a modified Poisson surprise algorithm
(Legendy and Salcman, 1985; Demas et al., 2003). First the mean spike rate,
l, was computed for each single-unit spike train. Then, using a 1 s bin, the
time-varying spike count,C, was computed for the spike train. The probability,
PCi, that a Poisson spike train with mean spike rate l would have Ci spikes in
the ith time bin is
PCi = e
ðlÞ3
ðlÞCi
Ci !
(1)
When the probability that a Poisson spike train would generate the spike count
in a particular 1 s bin was <105, the cell under investigation was considered to
be bursting. A wave was considered to have started when >5% of all the
neurons identified in the recording were bursting. A wave was considered to
have ended when <2.5% of all the neurons identified in a recording were still
bursting. Waves detected using this algorithm were in excellent agreement
with those selected by eye.
Burst Analysis
To determine when RGCs fired bursts, we defined burst occurrence quantita-
tively using a modification of the wave-analysis algorithm outlined above. First
the mean interspike interval (ISI), v, was calculated for the neuron. The spike
train for each neuron was then analyzed and, when at least three spikes
were found such that their mean ISI < v/2, the algorithm checked for a possible
burst. The initial probability, PCi, that a neuron with a mean spike rate, l, would
have Ci spikes in a time bin, T, where T is the time between the first and last
spikes under investigation, was calculated as follows:
PCi = e
ðl3 TÞ3
ðl3TÞCi
Ci !
(2)
Spikes were then added to the burst until either PCi including the new spike
was greater than the initial value, or the next spike occurred more than v after
the preceding spike. A neuronwas said to have fired a burst if themaximumPCi
was less than 104. The start of the burst was considered the time of the first
spike and the end of the burst was considered the time of the last spike. This
algorithm was sufficient for detecting bursts that were in agreement with those
selected by eye.
Burst Parameters
We computed several measures of spiking properties for each neuron. Burst
durations, burst spike rates, and bursts ISIs were computed by averaging all
values over the entire recording for each neuron. The time spent spiking above
10 Hz was computed by summing all ISIs <100 ms within a burst. To quantify
how high-frequency spiking was distributed among wave-bursts and non-
wave-bursts, we calculated the percentage of the total time spent spiking
above 10 Hz that occurred during wave-bursts or during non-wave-bursts.Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 209
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ms coincidence interval (Wong et al., 1993). Because of the difference in
spiking characteristics of b2KO RGCs, we calculated the CI using different
portions of our datasets: 20 min, 1 hr, and the full recording. There was no
affect on the differences between WT and b2KO CIs (Figure S5).
To assess the implications of the directional bias of waves, we calculated the
offset correlation index (OCI) by grouping RGC pairs that fell within ±35 of the
average angle of wave direction or the angle orthogonal to the average wave
direction of a given preparation. For this calculation, we analyzed bursts that
were offset in time by an amount, DO. The OCI was calculated using the
following equation:
OCI=

NABðDO1:0s;+DO+ 1:0sÞ3T


NAð0;TÞ3NBð0;TÞ3 ð231:0Þ
 (3)
where NAB(-DO  1.0s, +DO + 1.0s) is the number of bursts from cell B that fall within
a 1 s coincidence interval, DO seconds before, and DO seconds after, a burst
from cell A, T is the duration of the recording in seconds, and NA(0, T) and NB(0, T)
are the total number of bursts fired during waves from cell A and B during the
recording.
To calculate the burst correlation index (BCI), all spikes that composed
periods of spiking above 10 Hz were isolated from each burst. The median
of these high-frequency spikes was used to calculate the BCI using the
following formula:
BCI=

BABð0:1s;+0:1sÞ3T


BAð0;TÞ3BBð0;TÞ30:2s
 (4)
where BAB(0.1 s, +0.1 s) is the number of times the median of high-frequency
spiking from cell B occurred within 100ms of the median of the high-frequency
spiking from cell A, T is the duration of the recording in seconds, and BA(0, T)
and BB(0, T) are the total number of high-frequency bursts from cell A and B
during the recording.
For all correlation calculations, mean values were calculated as follows. For
each preparation, correlations were binned at 50 mm intervals andmean values
calculated at each bin to create a correlation versus distance curve. These
values were then averaged across preparations at each bin and plotted
with standard errors to compare across genotypes. The resulting error is
dominated by systematic (preparation-to-preparation variability) rather than
by statistical effects.
Wave Directionality Analysis
To determine whether waves travel with a directional bias, we quantified how
spontaneous activity traveled through individual neurons. To eliminate bias
caused by the aspect ratio of our array, we only analyzed neurons detected
in a central, square portion of the array containing 256 electrodes. For each
neuron, we found all the bursts that occurred during waves (wave-bursts).
For each wave-burst, we grouped all the neurons that were bursting within
a 500 ms coincidence interval before (prebursting) and after (postbursting)
the wave-burst under investigation. To account for unusual wave topologies,
we only included neurons that were up to seven electrodes away (420 mm)
from the electrode on which the neuron producing the wave-burst was
detected. We calculated the center of mass (COM) of the pre- and postburst-
ing neurons as follows:
COM=
Pn
i =1
ðsi 3 riÞ
Pn
i = 1
si
(5)
where ri is the location of a pre- or postbursting neuron, and si is the number of
spikes fired by neuron r during its burst. The angle, qb, between these two
points was considered the direction of wave travel. Each spike in the wave-
burst was represented as a vector with R = 1 and q = qb. We computed
a normalized vector sum of all the spike vectors from all the wave-bursts
from a given neuron to generate the neuron directional bias vector (nDB).
A neuron had a significant directional bias if the distribution of spike angles
deviated significantly from circular uniformity (Rayleigh test; p < 0.05). To
determine whether a given preparation had a direction preference, we calcu-210 Neuron 64, 200–212, October 29, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.lated the preparation directional bias vector (pDB), which is the normalized
vector sum of all of the nDBs. A preparation had a significant directional bias
if the distribution of nDBs deviated significantly from circular uniformity (Ray-
leigh test; p < 0.01).
Wavefront Width
To estimate thewidth of thewave-front, we identified neurons that burst during
a wave as outlined above. The width was defined as the maximum distance
between any pair of neurons in the group or pre- and postbursting neurons.
The width of the wave-front for a given wave was the mean of all these calcu-
lations for all the bursts that composed the wave.
Wave Speed
To estimate wave speed, we isolated spikes from neurons that took place
during waves. We then binned each wave into one second intervals and calcu-
lated the center of mass of all the neurons that fired spikes during each bin
weighted by the number of spikes they fired during the bin (5). The distance
between consecutive centers of mass was used to calculate an instantaneous
wave speed for each bin. The total speed of the wavewas the average of all the
instantaneous speeds.
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